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As IT departments continue to implement Virtual
Local Area Networks (VLANs) to contain broadcast

traffic, load-balance and enhance data security, the
need to effectively monitor and troubleshoot VLANs

becomes more apparent. This white paper illustrates
some of the benefits a VLAN-ready network analyzer

provides in managing VLAN configurations.
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Does your network analyzer have the necessary features to effectively deploy and maintain VLAN infrastructure? 
You should look for the ability to measure traffic levels by VLAN, list stations by VLAN, and view VLAN port 
assignments. These features are essential not only for successful VLAN deployment and upgrade, but will make 
day-to-day network troubleshooting more efficient and less costly as well.
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VLANs are proliferating in corporate networks for a number of good reasons:

• to contain broadcast traffic
• to act as a load balancing tool
• to enhance data security

Along with the benefits of VLANs come some maintenance and troubleshooting challenges. Does your network 
analyzer "do VLANs?" This white paper presents examples of how Network Instruments' Observer can effectively 
manage a VLAN installation.

Whether the purpose of your VLAN is primarily security or load balancing, setup verification and monitoring are 
crucial for maintaining VLAN health and security. Here are some of the questions you should get answered:

• Are traffic levels for each VLAN at expected levels? 
• Are any unexpected stations showing up in any of the VLANs?
• Do any servers or other sensitive network devices belong to VLANs that they should not belong to?
• What are the VLAN port assignments on your switches?

Even after initial setup, when it comes time to troubleshoot or upgrade your network, having answers to these 
questions at your fingertips will help you keep your network running smoothly.
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So you’ve set up some VLANs. Now what?
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For example, Widgetco, Inc. has hundreds of in-store point-of-sale terminals on its network that are (in theory) 
isolated from general corporate network traffic by being part of a dedicated VLAN. After an acquisition,
Widgetco added dozens of new point-of-sale terminals to its network. Corporate LAN response went into the 
tank. Why? Were stations being assigned to the wrong VLAN?

Having a VLAN-aware analyzer like Observer makes it easy to see a breakdown of total traffic (or each station's
traffic) by VLANs:

Observer's VLAN statistics display is divided into two tabs: VLAN Stations and VLAN Summary.

The VLAN Summary tab lets you focus on VLAN-level statistics by omitting station-level statistics. For 
example, Widgetco's system administrator can quickly determine if traffic levels on the corporate VLAN have 
become extraordinarily high.

The administrator notices heavier than normal traffic on VLAN 3. What is the source of all this extra traffic? She
decides to look at the VLANs by station to find out.

Observer's VLAN Stations shows what stations comprise each VLAN, what VLAN(s) a station belongs to, and 
traffic totals by station or by VLAN. You can think of it as a "top talkers" for VLANs.

The Administrator quickly determines that some of the recently-added point of sale terminals were 
inadvertently added to the corporate HQ VLAN.
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Viewing Traffic and Stations by VLAN
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It can often be useful to limit packet captures to particular VLANs (or to exclude particular VLANs) when 
troubleshooting a network on which VLANs are implemented. A mature analyzer such as Network Instruments' 
Observer offers more robust filtering of VLAN header fields, for both 802.1Q and ISL VLANs:

By having a fully-featured analyzer that is also aware of VLAN headers, your toolkit for troubleshooting VLAN 
and general network problems is complete. The ability to focus an analyzer's entire array of measurement tools
on a particular VLAN or group of VLANs essentially gives you a "virtual analyzer" for your virtual LANs.

Knowing which VLAN has been assigned to a switch port can be indispensible in troubleshooting connection 
problems. Although you could theoretically keep up-to-date records of VLAN port assignments, in the real world
no one ever has time for this housekeeping task. You could also look up the information through the switch's 
administrative interface when necessary, but it is much more convenient to have this information available 
directly from your analyzer. If your analyzer supports SNMP agent queries, most VLAN-capable switches' SNMP 
agents can be queried for VLAN port assignments. The following screenshot from Network Instruments' 
Observer Suite product shows a form query that displays VLAN port assignments for an 8-port Cisco switch:
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Displaying VLAN Port Assignments

Filtering by VLAN ID
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To efficiently deploy, maintain, and troubleshoot a network that deploys VLANs requires a VLAN-aware analyzer.
Network Instruments’ Observer offers numerous advantages for VLAN analysis including VLAN modes, filtering 
options and formats for displaying VLAN port assignments. Being able to see VLAN information within the 
context of other metrics provided by an analyzer (and the reverse) makes it much easier to separate VLAN 
configuration problems from general network problems, and thus keep your network running smoothly.
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